How to Use This Book

In this book the planning, designing, and construction of injection molds is explained and described. It deals exclusively with injection molds for thermoplastics
processing.
To simplify matters, the term “injection mold” is also referred to as mold, but has
the same meaning. The term mold established itself in the specialist world and is
predominantly used there. Note also that the spelling “mould” is used in British
English, but again the meaning is the same.
Everything is explained and described concretely and understandably. A plastic
container with a cover is the basis for almost all explanations. The drawings and
designs of both of these plastic parts were especially made for this book. The dimensions of the designed molds and the technical details are real, so the injection
molds can be actually built. On the basis of both or one of these parts, as much as
possible is shown and explained.
There are sample calculations for the planning and dimensioning of injection
molds. Different functions and elements relevant for the design are explained in
detail. With the increasing demands on technology in the mold, the two parts become ever more complex so there is always a reference to the previous topics. If the
part and/or the mold becomes more complex, the reason for it is therefore comprehensible.

Figure 1 Container with cover
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Figure 2 Container

Figure 3 Cover

There are further chapters in which the existing designs of actually manufactured
injection molds are the basis for the explanations.
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Mold Types

2.1 Simple Open/Close Mold
The open/close mold got its name from its easy movement and function when the
injection mold for machining of the plastic parts is clamped onto an injection molding machine. The injection mold or the injection molding machine opens and
closes without any further necessary movement taking place in the injection mold.
The entire motion sequence is called an injection cycle or just cycle. It begins with
a closing of the injection mold. When it is closed, a liquid, hot plastic mass is injected into the injection mold under pressure. Now a certain amount of time must
pass before the liquid plastic has cooled and solidified and the plastic part in the
injection mold reaches a certain stability. The injection mold opens and the finished, still-warm plastic parts are ejected from the injection mold. When all of the
movements are finished, the process starts again. For the outside observer, the
machine opens and closes again and again.
In using the term “liquid plastic”, one is referring to plasticized plastic. Plastic pellets are heated and plasticized, which means they become soft and
capable of flowing. In this consistency, the plastic can be injected into the
injection mold. Depending on the type and kind of plastic pellets, this vary
from being highly viscous to having a water-like viscosity.

▇

The direction in which the injection mold or the injection molding machine opens
and closes is called the main demolding direction. All movements of the injection
molding machine, the injection molds and the moving parts in the injection mold
run in this axial direction. Depending on the component there can be additional
demolding directions. This is described in Section 2.2.
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The open/close mold is the simplest of all injection molds. As a result it is often the
cheapest. Already in the planning and designing of plastic parts, efforts are made
so that the plastic piece can be produced with this type of injection mold.
Figure 2.1 shows the demolding direction of a simple open/close mold. Both upper
part (fixed half) and lower part (moving half) open and close in an axial direction.
The plastic part has been designed for being produced with this specific mold in
such a way that when opening the mold on the injection molding machine it is not
damaged or destroyed.

upper part
(fixed half)

demolding direction
of an
open/close mold

lower part
(moving half)

Figure 2.1 Demolding direction

The plastic parts which are to be produced with such an injection mold have no
structural elements which deviate from the main demolding direction. Cup-shaped
or flat parts, for example, are manufactured with this type of mold.
A plastic part can have elements such as side openings, latches and clips, laterally
protruding edges or pipes. For the demolding of these elements, moving components—called slides or inserts—are designed for the mold. In a secondary demolding direction, these elements called undercuts can be removed from the mold without damage. More on this in Section 2.2.
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2.2 Molds with Moving Elements
Almost everything that makes an injection mold complicated and expensive orig
inates from the geometry of the subsequent plastic parts. Therefore attention
should already be paid in the planning and design of this plastic part that everything that should later contain the plastic part is also to be realized in the injection
mold. This is often a big challenge in the development, that is, the design of plastic
parts. When design and technology meet, sometimes one has to compromise.

2.2.1 Undercut

main demolding direction

second
demolding
direction

side opening example
side pipe example

second
demolding
direction

Figure 2.10 Additional demolding directions

The next level of difficulty in plastic parts is elements which cannot be demolded
in the main demolding direction like in an open/close mold. These elements, which
are troublesome during demolding, are called undercuts. They need to be released
or demolded in an additional demolding direction. For this purpose moveable components, such as slides, core pins, ejectors for inclined ejection units or inserts, are
used in the injection mold. They support the plastic piece so that it can be better
demolded and ejected.

2.2 Molds with Moving Elements

In Figure 2.10 two possible elements, a side bore hole and a side pipe, are seen on
our component. Both elements are an undercut on the plastic part and must be released via the second demolding direction. Only this way can the plastic parts be
ejected from the mold without damage. For these two examples slides are used to
do this.

2.2.2 Slide
When implementing these side openings the open/close mold becomes a mold
with slides. Slides are moving components inside the injection mold. One or more
parts of the mold contour are incorporated into these slides. The slide itself moves
away from the plastic part during or after the opening of the mold in an additional
demolding direction. Through this movement the undercuts are released before
the plastic part is ejected from the injection mold. The required path is calculated
and defined in advance. It must be large enough so that the plastic piece drops out
of or can be removed from the injection mold without damage after the ejection.
In Figure 2.11 the slide for demolding the side opening on our container is shown.
In the front area of the slide a part of the mold contour of the plastic part is incorporated. The round surface in front has contact with the fixed insert when the
mold is closed and is injected. During injection, this contact prevents that the plastic covers this spot and thus forms the bore holes in the plastic part. In technical
language, this contact point is also called an aperture.
Slide without Plastic Part
slide

mold contour

contact to the insert
for the aperture

Slide with Plastic Part

Figure 2.11 Slide with and without plastic part
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moving half

fixed half
on

g directi

demoldin

Figure 2.20 Mold for cover with external thread

In Figure 2.21 the slide with all functional surfaces is displayed. Right in the front
there is the split line surface in the middle of the injection mold, where both slides
and the mold contour—where the thread geometry belongs—meet. In addition, the
inclined hole is shown in which the inclined pin for moving the slide is immersed.
On the sides the slide guides, in which the slides are embedded and are driven in
the demolding direction, are displayed.

split line face in the middle
slide guide

mold contour with
thread contour

hole for the movement
with inclined pin

Figure 2.21 Slide for the cover with external thread

2.3 Mold for Threads

Only exception: the contour of the thread lies in the mold and is right in the main
demolding direction. The threaded plug in the top left corner of Figure 2.19 is such
a plastic part. It is produced with an open/close mold.

2.3.2 Internal Threads
The injection mold for the internal thread also belongs to the category molds with
moving elements but is a completely different mold concept. The thread itself is
also an undercut for this injection mold, but this time it cannot be demolded with
slides.
There are two significant options for the demolding of these internal threads:
Option 1 is the collapsible core. This is explained in detail later in Section 4.3.6.
Option 2 is the unscrewing of the thread. Specialists call this de-spindling. Here
the mold core, where the thread is incorporated on the front, unscrews from the
plastic part before it is ejected.
The difficulty when demolding the internal thread is that there is no room to move
the slide inwardly with a linear movement such as with external thread. The question is, how do you release the thread or undercut? The solution is to unscrew the
core from the mold contour using the thread.
Previously, all movements that were important for demolding were linear movements in either the main demolding direction of the machine or the secondary
demolding direction through a moving slide. But for unscrewing, a circular or
screwing movement is required.
The screwing movement for a core can be produced in different ways. The three
common types of operating a mold core are: the unscrewing unit, the drive via a
gear with gear rack or a gear with a high-helix lead screw.
For all types of de-spindling, it must be ensured that the plastic part does not
rotate during de-spindling with the turning of the mold core. Often the parts
that have an internal thread are round parts. Through serrations on the outer
surface or a polygon or small catches on the bottom edge, the twisting can
be prevented. This is not a problem for our rectangular cover.

▇

In Figure 2.22 the plastic part is shown with the mold core which is injection
molded with the thread.
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2.5 Stack Mold

2.5.2 Hot Runner
The stack mold can only be used with a hot runner (see Section 3.9.10).
We go on with the first variation in which all parts are made from the same plastic.
The first hot runner is in the mold on the half which faces the sprue bush of the
injection molding machine (moving half 2 in Figure 2.35). This hot runner is only
the feeder for the plastic. In the middle section the hot runner with the distributor
which fills the entire cavity with plastic is located. In the split line between fixed
half 2 and the moving half 2 (see Figure 2.35) there is a transfer point for the plastic. Through the opening and closing of the mold this transfer point between the
two hot runners is separated and connected again once in every cycle.
In Figure 2.36, a hot runner system has been integrated in the mold. The transfer
point can be seen in the split line 2 (see Figure 2.35). The plastic is injected centrally through the machine nozzle.

machine: fixed half

hot runner 1

hot runner distributor

machine: moving half

hot runner transfer point

central injection through
the machine nozzle

Figure 2.36 Stack mold with hot runner
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2.5.3 Opening and Closing
The mold is clamped as usual to the injection molding machine: with a clamping
plate on the left to the moving half machine plate and with a clamping plate on the
right on the fixed half machine plate. The central part of the mold is held in the
center by the guiding between the two moving halves. For this special case, in
some machines there are sliding guides on the machine base and the central part
is supported with a guide shoe.
In Figure 2.37 the injection mold is clamped on the machine. The central part is
supported on both sides by the guide shoe.

guiding
moving half 1

moving half 2
central part

machine: fixed half

machine: moving half
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gear for controlled opening
of the mold

guide shoe

machine base

Figure 2.37 Injection mold installed on the machine

When opening and closing, the machine or the injection mold covers a certain distance, in our example 400 mm. The central part is controlled through the gear and
travels half the distance, that is, 200 mm, and the opening width is the same for
both split lines.
Figure 2.38 illustrates the situation for an open mold. The machine has travelled
400 mm and the opening width of each split line is 200 mm. Therefore there is
enough space for the finished plastic pieces to fall from the mold.

3.3 Specifications

quantities? Then mostly only one piece comes out of the mold. The costs for the
mold should therefore be kept as low as possible. An example of this is an exclusive sports car which is limited to only 1,000 pieces.
However, if large quantities are required then the number of cavities increases. In
such cases 2-cavity and 4-cavity molds are often used. For mass produced goods
such as screw caps for drink bottles, the number of cavities is sometimes over 100.
For such an application also a stack mold can be used since it enables the production of a high number of parts with just one cycle.
Here for example in the automotive industry the molds with different parts are
used. A possible solution is to produce a left and right plastic part each in one mold
of a 1+1-cavity or a 2+2-cavity injection mold respectively. The production is done
in pairs, for example the right and left external mirrors for a car.
Complexity of the Plastic Part
The more difficult and more complex the plastic piece is, the more costly and expensive the injection mold is. This factor is often considered together with the
output quantity. For very complex plastic pieces, only a 1-cavity or if mirrored a
1+1-cavity mold is constructed. An example of such a mold is the multi-component
injection mold mentioned in Section 2.4. Although the planned quantity over long
periods is very high, the 2+2-cavity mold is the economically best choice here.
Machine Size
Another but very special issue is the machine size of the injection mold which the
customer will later produce the plastic parts on. The machine size, whether it is
about the clamping surface or the closing force, already limits the size of the injection mold and therefore also the number of cavities.
Mix from Different Plastic Parts
Especially for sample parts or prototypes there are also injection molds in which
two, three, or even four different parts from the same plastic are produced. A variant in which money can be saved is when the parts have simple geometry and can
be easily integrated in the mold design. The costs for the entire mold base are allocated to all the parts.
Overall, the determination of the number of cavities is a mix of output quantity,
complexity and the machine size.
Examples of an Economic Efficiency Calculation:
Requirements for a plastic part over the entire service life of 100,000 pieces.
Cost for the 1-cavity mold: $20,000. The price per part produced with the 1-cavity mold is $0.50/piece. 100,000 pieces × $0.50 results in an overall cost for the
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parts of $50,000. Together with the mold costs, a total of $70,000 is calculated
over the entire service life.
In contrast, the 2-cavity mold costs $30,000 but because two parts instead of one
part comes out of each machine in every cycle the price per part is only $0.30/
piece. If you sum up the costs for the 2-cavity mold, the overall cost for the parts
is $30,000 and the overall cost for the mold is $30,000, which together makes
$60,000.
Result: This calculation shows that with a 2-cavity injection mold, a total of
$10,000 can be saved over the entire service life.
In Figure 3.18 two examples of molds are displayed: the 2-C mold and the stack
mold, comparing their complexity and the output quality.

This 2C-mold is a very good
example where the complexity
of the mold determines the
number of cavities.

The stack mold is an example
of an injection mold with a very
high output quantity.

Figure 3.18 2-C mold and stack mold

3.3.3 Arrangement of Cavities
Once the position and number of the cavities are defined, how are they arranged in
the injection mold?
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Table 3.2 The following tables contain material specifications for injection molds.
[Source: Meusburger GmbH, Wolfurt]

3.3547

DIN:
EN:
AFNOR:
UNI:

AlMg 4.5 Mn
ISO 5083
A-G4.5MC
7790

Si
Fe
Cu
Mn
Mg
Cr
Zn
Ti

-

0.40
0.40
0.10
0.70
4.40
0.15
0.25
0.15

290 N/mm²
(depending on
thickness)

Aluminum alloy

Plates for mold bases and jigs

3.4365

DIN:
EN:
AFNOR:
UNI:

AlZnMgCu 1.5
ISO 7075
A-Z5GU
9007/2

Si
Fe
Cu
Mn
Mg
Cr
Zn
Ti

-

0.40
0.50
1.60
0.30
2.40
0.23
5.60
0.20

540 N/mm²
(depending on
thickness)

Aluminum zinc alloy
high-strength, hardened

Plates for mold tools and dies
with increased requirements on
strength

(AW-5083)

(AW-7075)

If the mold is designed for an average quantity of for example 100,000 pieces, a
better quality of material is required. For example, the mold frame is made from
pre-toughened tool steel 1.2312.

1.2312

DIN:
40 CrMnMoS 86
AFNOR: 40 CMD 8.S
AISI:
P20+S

C
Si
Mn
Cr
Mo
S

-

0.40
0.40
1.50
1.90
0.20
0.06

1080 N/mm²

Tool steel
alloyed and pre-toughened, good
cutting properties

Plates for mold tools and dies
with increased requirements
on strength

The inserts and slides can be made out of hot-work steel 1.2343.

1.2343

DIN:
AFNOR:
UNI:
AISI:

X 38 CrMoV 51
Z 38 CDV 5
X 37 CrMoV 51 KU
H11

C
Si
Mn
Cr
Mo
V

-

0.38
1.00
0.40
5.30
1.20
0.40

780 N/mm²

Hot-work steel
high-alloy

Molding plates and inserts
for plastic injection mold
tools

1.2343 ESU

DIN:
AFNOR:
UNI:
AISI:

X 38 CrMoV 51
Z 38 CDV 5
X 37 CrMoV 51 KU
H11 ESR

C
Si
Mn
Cr
Mo
V

-

0.38
1.00
0.40
5.30
1.20
0.40

780 N/mm²

Hot-work steel
suitable for mirror polishing,
electro-slag remelted, high-alloy

Molding plates and inserts
for die casting (Al, Mg, Zn etc.)
and plastic injection mold
tools

(ESR)

If the quantities are in the millions, all of the plates and inserts are made of a
through-hardening material, e. g. 1.2767 for the cavity plates.

1.2767

DIN:
45 NiCrMo 16
AFNOR: 45 NCD 16
UNI:
40 NiCrMoV 16 KU
AISI:
6F7

C
Si
Mn
Cr
Mo
Ni

-

0.45
0.25
0.40
1.35
0.25
4.00

830 N/mm²

Steel for through hardening
special alloy suitable for
polishing, with high resistance
to pressure and good flexural
strength

High-performance cavity
plates and inserts; cutting
and bending inserts for high
compressive loads

The inserts and the slides are also made of through-hardened steel 1.2379.

1.2379

DIN:
X 155 CrVMo 121
AFNOR: Z 160 CDV 12
X 155 CrVMo 12 1 KU
UNI:
AISI:
D2

C
Si
Mn
Cr
Mo
V

- 1.53
- 0.30
- 0.35
- 12.00
- 0.80
- 0.80

850 N/mm²

Steel for through hardening
wear-resistant cold-work steel,
high-alloy

Molding plates and inserts as
well as wear plates or cutting
dies with
increased wear resistance

Surface
A further requirement is the surface of the finished plastic part. Not every type of
steel is suited for a visible surface. For a high-gloss surface, tool steel should contain some chromium. Some suitable material grades are 1.2083, 1.2343 or 1.2344
ESR.
All three steels are also suitable for EDMed surfaces.
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Surface
The quality of surface on the draft angle is also of high importance. No matter
which machining method the surface was produced by, under a microscope they
all look like a mountainous landscape.
Milling: Very often the milling direction is 90° offset to the demolding direction.
This results in a stair-like milled profile over the entire surface and causes the formation of burrs resembling barbed hooks. The demolding becomes more difficult.
Such milled surfaces must be re-treated. The most common post treatment is the
polishing of the surface. In doing so it is polished in the demolding direction.

demolding direction

In Figure 3.34 the insert for our mold “container with cover” is milled.

milling direction

84

insert for container
and cover

Figure 3.34 Milling insert [Factory picture: Gebr. Heller Maschinenfabrik GmbH, Nürtingen]

EDM: Surfaces produced by EDM—which is used, for example, to make ribs—are
uniform but rough. Depending on the settings of the EDM machine the surface
becomes more or less rough. The rougher the surface, the harder the demolding.
Like the milled surface, an EDMed surface must also be re-treated. Polishing also
helps here.
Wrong Side
If the orientation and the position of the component were incorrectly assessed, it is
possible that the plastic part sticks to the fixed half. Or the already described vac-
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part falls out of the machine, the cover can be folded and directly pressed on the
container.
Since the composed part would fill poorly through the 0.3 mm thick integral hinge,
the container and the cover each injected with a separate nozzle. Both cavities fill
and the flow line between the two melt fronts is in the integral hinge. The integral
hinge will therefore break off. Different diameters in the nozzle can minimize the
problem.
The cost for the use of a hot runner system with needle valve compared to an open
system continues to increase. The mold is even bigger, and the overall cost for design, production and assembly is also higher here. And the system itself is also
more expensive.
In the simulation shown in Figure 3.67 the flow line on the integral hinge can be
seen.
simulation for 95%
filled parts

flow line on
the hinge

Figure 3.67 Simulation of uniform filling [Simulation: Cimatron GmbH, Ettlingen]

For a system with a needle valve, the filling can be controlled so that the flow line
is moved either further inside the cover or further inside the container. Thus there
is no flow line in the hinge and it will last longer.
In Figure 3.68 the different filling of both cavities can be seen. The cover fills up
sooner than the container. The flow line is shifted further inside the container.

3.9 Injection

simulation for 75%
filled parts

flow line on
the container

Figure 3.68 Filling with delay [Simulation: Cimatron GmbH, Ettlingen]

Another very important option results from the time delay control of the needles
for very long and thin plastic parts. If these parts are injected uniformly with a hot
runner distributor system with for example six open nozzles, five flow lines result.
If the same part is filled with needle valve nozzles it could look like this: The first
nozzle opens and fills the first portion of the cavity. If the melt front is over the
second nozzle, it opens and injects into the flowing melt. This continues until the
part is completely filled. The exact procedure must be determined through a filling
analysis on the machine. Flow lines are avoided or minimized.
In Figure 3.69 the design of a hot runner system with needle valve nozzles is pictured.
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4 Components

In Figure 4.12 the hole in our slide, which is the undercut in our container which
must later be demolded, is not connected with the split line face. Nevertheless the
slide is placed below on the level of the main split line face. If you only want to
demold the hole then the slide must go through the fixed half at the corresponding
position on the side. The slide must demold during injection before the mold opens
or otherwise the part is destroyed. This is technically feasible but the mold would
be costly and unsafe for production.
aperture results in hole in
plastic part

mold contour
(dark)
aperture is above
the split line

main split line

slide
moving half
insert

Figure 4.12 Undercut in the center of the plastic part

4.2.2.2 Split Line on Slide
If the mold contour is on the slide then the split line is circumferential to the mold
contour. The split line must be tight but also serve as ventilation.
For the split line on the slide the same rules as for the general split lines in Section
3.8 apply.
There is an additional decisive factor for the slide. The slide or the split line of the
slide moves forward and backward in the guiding. The problem there is the level
split line at the bottom. With every movement the slide touches the level split line
face. Because of the distance it must cover it can be that it moves beyond the edge
of the moving half insert. During retraction in the mold the slide runs over the
outer edge of the insert with the front edge of the split line. Over time this edge on
the slide is damaged and a burr forms.

4.2 Slides

To avoid this, at this split line there should be a small ramp similar to the draft
angle on the side of the slide.
A split line on the slide should always be designed so that at the last moment
of closing the injection mold it has contact with the opposite side. During
opening it is reversed: it should be immediately free. Split lines that slip along
the opposite side will not last very long.

▇

In Figure 4.13 two slides from our container are displayed. On the big slide a circumferential split line is drawn. The inclined ramps are seen at the bottom of both
slides.

draft so that the slide
does not scuff

split lines, circumferential
on the mold contour

Figure 4.13 Slides with split lines and ramps

In Figure 4.14 the real situation is shown on the injection mold. The lead-in chamfer is shown on the slide and in the insert. The slide has first contact with the insert when the injection mold is totally closed.
The same applies for slides which are installed on the lower half of the mold split
line. Such a slide, in addition to the inclined ramp below (see Figure 4.13), also
needs a lateral ramp or lead-in chamfer. Through this lateral lead-in chamfer the
split line between the slide and the insert is sealed. Because of the inclined split
line, the slide has first contact with the insert just before the slide is in the first
end position. On our container with cover from the integral hinge section there is
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4.6.3 Graining
A treatment proven for decades to generate a structured surface on plastic parts is
graining, or texturing, by etching. With this procedure a variety of surfaces can be
produced, such as leather appearance, textile appearance, geometrical structures
or also EDM structure.
For graining by etching, the inserts or cavity plates with mold contours are covered
on all points which should not be textured with an acid resistant adhesive. The
desired texture is inserted as a foil in the mold contour and covers the rest of the
parts. The acid etches the clear areas. The textured surface is cleaned and sandblasted. The foils are inserted again etching and sand blasting is repeated. The
procedure is repeated several times until the final structure is achieved. The covered positions are freed again and the mold is finished. What is here relatively
simply described is actually a complicated and elaborate process which demands
time.
Since these structures are very deep the rules for the draft angle must be noted.
In Figure 4.64 a leathery texture and a grained EDM texture, which is generally
known, are shown.
grained EDM structure

leather structure

Figure 4.64 Different grained textures [Source: Reichle GmbH, Bissingen-Teck]
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Example: Surface
Another example is the surface of the plastic part. As described in Section 4.6, the
type of surface must be clarified with the customer at the beginning of the work.
Depending on the surface the preliminary work must be adjusted accordingly. If
the surface is EDMed later, not too much effort and time are required in finish-milling.
If the surface is mirror polished subsequently, the EDMed surface is not a good
working surface. Through EDM the microstructure on the surface is changed.
During high gloss polishing this EDM scale must be completely removed or otherwise no shiny surface can be produced.
If in the planning for the construction of an injection mold the entire process chain
is kept in mind and all steps are planned and communicated at the beginning of
the project, then mistakes are minimized considerably. It is better to invest in precise planning at the beginning than to pay for costly rework or corrections later. In
Figure 6.1 the process chain in mold making is graphically displayed. There are
processes that depend directly on each other but there are also processes that are
independent. In any case it is important to know the steps and how they are related
to each other.

quality assurance, measuring
heat treatment,
coatings, etching,
surface treatment, etc.

idea

draft

design, plasticsuitable component

simulation,
filling analysis,
warping analysis,
flow behavior,
flow lines,
ventilation, etc.

design, mold,
details,
drawings,
programming

additive
production,
generation

machining,
milling, turning,
grinding, sinker
EDM, wire EDM,
etc.

assembly,
polishing,
spotting,
adjusting,
etc.

sampling, ISIR,
approval

maintenance / servicing
repair work / maintenance
changes, etc.
work preparation, documentation, CE marking

Figure 6.1 Process chain in mold making

6.3 Quality Assurance

6.3 Quality Assurance
Quality assurance (QA) is more than, for example, checking the quality of an insert
or measuring its width. Although this is also a part of quality assurance it is just a
small part.
Mission Statement, Vision
Every company should define a mission statement or vision. These are goals the
company wants to reach in an agreed time period, usually a calendar year. These
goals are different depending on the company. For example, a 5% increase of turnover or the reduction of error rate to 0.5%, increasing the spindle hours in the
milling department by 10%, acquiring new or specific customers, or being active in
a new industry, etc.
Achieving these goals must not be left to chance.
Example: Reducing the Error Rate
Let’s look at the example of reducing the error rate. Errors always involve time and
money. It’s not about looking for someone to blame. Possibly a process was defined
falsely and could not be processed differently. If an error occurs, different mechanisms must be set in motion. What happened, why did it happen, and what can we
do to assure it does not happen again?
What happened? The ejector is too short.
Why did it happen? The measurement carried out with the caliper was incorrect.
What can we do to ensure that it does not happen again? Introduce an audit for
measuring equipment or change the testing cycle of the measuring equipment.
Of course the ejector must be remade but this is only a logical consequence.
What is described above must be an automatic process in which the hours, the
value, and the costs incurred are determined. If the goal is the reduction of the error rate then the basis for the reduction must be known.
Description of Recurring Processes
In mold making, recurring processes and tasks are frequent. To maintain control
of a company, it is necessary that the processes or tasks are described. This of
course only applies for essential processes. It does not include, for example, how to
find the way to the cabinet where the ejectors are kept. A sensible description of a
process can for example say: each ejector has to be measured. At the beginning of
the work, the measuring equipment must be checked with a gauge or caliper and
the result recorded. The ejectors must be labelled; the measured dimensions must
be off the list or written down.
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The effort for following the process described is not much more than if this work
would be excursively done. Even without process, a list of ejectors is needed, the
measuring equipment must be available, and the ejectors must be labelled according to their length.
Assured Quality
If such processes are complied to then quality is ensured over a long period. Quality should never be left to chance.
A very important aspect of quality assurance is that every employee should follow
the same process. Thus the quality is consistent and secured for the entire company.
The quality assurance is a live system. Its effectiveness must be constantly reviewed and checked. Insufficient processes must be expanded and too strict guidelines relaxed. Changes of the tasks, the environment, the techniques and so one
must be adapted to the changing descriptions and conditions.
Consistent Quality Assurance
The list of the defining processes and procedures can be continued indefinitely at
this point. Starting from the offer of the customer’s ordering process, the process
planning, the definition of the individual process steps from the procurement and
the production to the dispatch of the product, it is important that the systematic
quality assurance is understood.
Often the quality assurance is regarded negatively by a company as an additional
cost factor. Of course this approach is wrong. By implementing consistent quality
assurance and defining procedures and processes, mistakes are avoided, procedures are improved and simplified, and much becomes more transparent and
clearer. The costs saved with the right quality assurance are higher than the costs
incurred by it.
A company’s success must never be left to chance!
Standards:
Different industries require different standards.
The standard VDA 6.1 is applied in the German automotive industry.
Suppliers who supply parts to the automotive industry, parts for driving vehicles
must meet the standards of the ISO/TS 16949.
The general standard which applies to mold making is the EN ISO 9001:2008.
A guiding principle which must be valid everywhere is:
Quality is when the customer comes back and not the injection mold.

7.1 Mold Validation
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Figure 7.6 Complete cycle in process [Source: Friedrich Heibel GmbH Formplast,
Heuchlingen]

7.1.4 Forces Acting in the Mold during the Injection Process
During an injection process, different, partly extreme pressures and forces act on
an injection mold. Already during injection there is the injection pressure and
then the holding pressure. For corresponding projected areas the cavity pressure
can open a mold, that is, the closing force of the machine is not sufficient, or the
mold becomes so deformed that it bends in the center when the split line is opened.
As already addressed, with high-viscosity plastic this can happen already during
injection, that is, even before the holding pressure comes into effect at the changeover point.
A problem could also be an asymmetric distribution of plastic parts in a multi-cavity mold. If there are more or bigger parts on one half than on the other, there is an
asymmetric cavity pressure through the projected area, which can lead to unilateral opening of the injection mold.
The same can happen if only one plastic part is in the mold, which has a thinner
contour in the center and becomes bigger towards the outside.
The cavity pressure also affects the slides by lateral forces. As already described in
Section 3.5, the cavity pressure works in all directions. In the demolding direction
the machine supports the mold’s stability. However in the direction of the slides
the mold itself must absorb the forces. Correspondingly dimensioned plates and
cotters function as counterholders.
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The above described for the slides also applies for inclined or jumping split line
faces. Here there are also lateral forces through the cavity pressure. Counterholders or additional locks can provide support here.
An additional problem affecting the cavity pressure acting in all directions can be
the cooling and the ejectors. When the cooling channels or the holes for the ejectors are too close to a wall, the constant loading and unloading during the injection
process can cause a crack in the thin wall between the cooling and the component
wall. The consequences: either the cooling circuit leaks, or in the case of the ejector holes the ejector moves with difficulty with over time and thereby gets jammed.
The temperature fluctuations through the hot melt aggravate this problem.
The following Figure 7.7 is taken from Section 3.3 to better illustrate the forces
generated by the cavity pressure.

direction of injection
pressure

aperture – no pressure

Figure 7.7 Forces and direction of forces generated by cavity pressure

7.1.5 Initial Sample Inspection Report
The machine is set up and the first components are finished. Now the quality and
the assured characteristics of the plastic part must be documented for and confirmed to the customer.
The initial sampling is for this purpose. As the name suggests, this is the initial
test. All further tests are follow-up tests. For the initial sampling, all the dimen-

9.6 New Technologies

Compared with the finished (prefabricated) part, a generated core has still some
allowance on it so the finished contour can be produced.
The advantages of laser sintering are:
Time saving: Only a few hours after the design, the core can actually be held in
hand, no matter how complex it is.
Flexibility: Modifications of the design data and production of variants can be
integrated in the original process and quickly implemented after a sampling.
Quality: With the laser more complex molds can be generated than with traditional methods. This can improve the quality of the products.
Productivity: The installation of conformal cooling systems in injection molds
enables the reduction of the production cycle times.
Cost reduction: As a general rule, laser sintered inserts from original material
last longer than conventionally produced inserts. In connection with the aforementioned factors this results in clear cost benefits.
Figure 9.22 displays a core on the laser machine on the left, with some powdery
material on the right of the core. The right shows the finished, mirror polished
mold core and the produced plastic parts.

core built in layers

metal powder

plastic parts

finished core

Figure 9.22 Raw material and finished core [Source: bkl-lasertechnik, Rödental]

9.6.2 Vacuum Soldering
Like laser sintering, vacuum soldering belongs to the recent technologies in mold
making. The soldering itself is a long-established practice for connecting materials. The trend towards conformal cooling was a motivation for the development of
this method.
During vacuum soldering several individual parts are soldered together with a solder. In practice it can look like this: many layers of steel are laid one above the
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2-D drawings 43
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adapter nozzle 115
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air valve 83
aluminum 69
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64
assembly 215, 218
auxiliary ejector 109
auxiliary rib 108
B
backing plate 6, 10
“backpack” slide 165
baffle 187, 191
balancing cavities 258
ball-actuated puller 124
ball catch 160
beryllium copper 144, 195
bioplastics 2
blade ejector 130, 170
blank 29, 198
blockings 145
bore pattern, corrections
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bubbler 192
C
cable 222
CAD
–– program 43
–– system 43
CAD/CAM system 43, 211
CAD data 282
CAD model 282
CAD system 282

CAM programming 282
catch 160
cavity plate 6
cavity pressure 75
CE certification mark 233
central clamping 65
central ejector 175
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changes on an injection
mold 250
check lists 299
clamping claws 254
clamping plate 6, 33
claws 85
clip lock 15
closing force 65, 75
cloud 45
CNC program 273
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cold runner 100
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cold runner distributor
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cold slug 106
collapsible core 23, 182
color chart 299
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confirmation of order 232
connect circuits 196
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connectors of components
222
constrained shrinkage 52
continuous production 71
contour changes 141
contoured ejector 173
contour-forming split line
face 87
controlled needle 117
converting 45
cool core 141
cooling 138, 186
–– check for leaks 225
cooling circuits 186
cooling circuits, redirect
190
cooling connectors 224
cooling hole, sealing 139
cooling in slide 161
cooling system 183
cooling time 260
copper 203, 287
copper alloy 141
copper cores 195
core pins 10, 12
–– fixing 11
core pullers 254
corner warping 57
costs 15, 18, 63, 114, 116
–– determine 251
cotter 74
cotter surface 158
cup-shaped plastic parts
4
cycle 30
cycle determined 68
cycle time 260
cylinders 153
D
data
–– amount 44
data size 43, 48
data transfer 44

date stamp 200
dead-end recess 107
dead spots 115
deep hole drills 292
deflection elements 196
delay 164
demolding 12, 77
demolding direction 4, 58
–– additional 3, 13
–– main 3, 12, 167
–– second 13
–– secondary 4
demolding problems 82
design 43
design discussion 233
design elements 43
de-spindling 23, 24
diaphragm gate 111
dielectric 286
DIN 912 136
DIN 16742 52
DIN 66217 275, 277
direct injection 66
displaced air 127
distributor 115
dome 60, 78
dosing 257
draft angle in the split 80
draft angles 77
drilled cooling 188
drilling 291
durability 135
DXF 45
E
economic calculation 63,
116
edge length 19
EDM 84, 203
EDM scale 91
ejection unit 255
ejector as tool 174
ejector base plate 168
ejector bolts 253

ejector cover plate 168
ejector for inclined surface
12
ejector guiding 126
ejector imprints 82
ejector pins with ball
heads 123
ejectors 16, 60, 82, 167
ejector set 6, 16, 168
electrode 203
end position 14, 91, 159
end-position locking 160
end-position locking
security 157, 177
energy efficiency 255
engineer’s blue 220
entrapped air 94
error quota 237
etched pattern 91
etching process 205
external thread 19, 20
F
feeder 37
feed point 92, 128
feed point location 93
fiber glass 49
fillers 49
filling pattern 100
filling simulation 94
filling study 119, 257
film gate 110
final assembly 234
finishing processing 280
finish milling 279
fit 217
–– accuracy 240
fits 239
fitting 197
fixed half 4, 6
fixing of core pins 11
flat plastic parts 4
flow line 94, 97, 118
forced control 14, 21, 153
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forced demolding 17, 183
forced removal 17
forces in mold 263
formulas and calculations
300
free shrinkage 52
ftp server 45
G
gear 35, 39
gear rack 23, 25, 28
gear wheel 25, 26
glass beads 49
graining 205
graphite 203, 287
grease 152
grease pockets 152
grinding 290
guide bushes 6
guide nut 25, 26
guides 7
guide shoe 38, 40
guide thread 25
guiding 151
guiding bolts 7
guiding bolts, length
selection 9
guiding in injection mold
151
H
hard components 30
hardening 135, 245
hard-soft 29
heat exchange 184
heating cartridges 196
heat pipes 194
heat treatment 243
–– types 244
high-helix lead screw 23,
26, 28
high-helix nut 26
high-helix thread drive 27

holding pressure 49, 56,
256
hoses 222
hot runner 37, 101
hot runner distribution system with needle valve
117
hot runner distributor 115
hot runner single nozzle
113
hot runner with needle
valve 32
hydraulic connectors 224
hydraulic cylinder 14, 25,
156, 165
hydraulic unscrewing unit
24
I
IGES 45
impact wall 107
inclined contour ejectors
217
inclined ejector 16, 167,
173, 176
inclined pin 14, 21, 153,
164
inclined pin/cotter surface
relationship 155
inclined pin, mechanical
154
initial sample 265
initial sample inspection
report 235
initial sample report 264
injection burr 258
injection cycle 3
injection mould 1
injection moulding
machine 1
injection pressure 49, 75
inserts 12, 135
installation 213

–– from inside to outside
213
installation height 253
installation height, higher
42
integral hinge 118, 121
integral joint 121
internal mold pressure
263
internal thread 19, 23
J
jet 107
jumping split line face 87
L
label on mold 265
laser beam welding 269
LaserCUSING 294
laser sintering 294
laser texture 206
latch 15
leachate 71
lifting bridge 254
limit switch 222
locating ring 253
locks 91, 264
longitudinal direction 51
loose fits 239
lubrication 152
M
machine base 38, 40
machine size 63, 72
machine sprue bush 37
main demolding direction
3, 80, 167
maintenance
–– ongoing 267
–– predictive 268
maintenance schedule
267, 300
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male connector 222
manifold 115
manufactured parts 212
manufacturing costs 10
manufacturing
technologies 273
marking 199
marking type 200
material accumulation 68
material pairings 29
material selection 48
material selection for injection mold 69
measuring pressure 225
melt front time 97
melting temperature 115
melt temperature 261
microstructure, changes
244
milestone 234
milled profile 84
milled structure 202
milling 84, 273
milling direction 84
milling head 279
milling machine 275
milling paths 284
mirror polishing 297
mission statement 237
mold contour 13, 147
mold core in slides 146
mold cores 23, 140
mold documentation 233
mold for thread 19
mold halves 8
molding shrinkage 50
mold insert
–– divide 135
–– edge 137
mold inserts 135
mold locking device 254
mold offset 8
mold plan 255
mold related dimensions
52

mold size 18, 19, 72
mold split 86
mold temperature 49, 95,
261
mold types 3
mold with moveable elements 12, 23
mold with rotary plate 32
mold with slides 13
motion sequence 3, 40,
255
moveable components 12
moving half 4, 6
multi-cavity mold 28, 67
multi-component injection
molds 28, 35
N
NC data 43
neutral data format 44
nitriding 247
non-mold related
dimensions 52
nozzle radius 253
number of cavities 62, 73
O
oblong hole 164
offset split 91
open/close mold 3
opening and closing 38
optimizing of parameters
260
order 232
O-ring seal 138, 216, 226
output quality 62, 64, 69
over injection 65
P
parameter 255
pilot drill 292
plastic granulates 1

plastic parts 1
plastic suitable design
59, 77
plate thickness 76
pocket bottom 216
polishing 84, 207, 296
post processor 285
post shrinkage 50
practical guidelines 299
precision 91, 239
press fits 239
process chain 229
procurement process 231
production costs 11
production cycle, typical
256
profile grinding 291
projected surface 158
pulling ejector 167
push back pin 174
push-in connection 197
pushing ejector 168
Q
quality assurance 237
quick connect couplers
197, 224
R
ramp 149, 240
recycling 93
release 236
repairs 270
replacement parts 268
residual cooling time 262
resulting movement 14, 16
ribs 60, 78, 130
right hand principle 277
ring gate 112
risers 6
rotary plate 33
rotary table technology
32
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roughing 279
rough surface 202
runner 67, 94, 102, 123
S
sample mold 69, 135
screw 256
screw cap 20
screw coupling 20
screwed-in core 144
screwing movement 23,
24
screws 6
seal 33
sealing plug 197
sealing point 257
sealing slide 35
self-locking effect 136
semi-finished parts 33
sequential function chart
299
serial mold 135
server 45
service life 69
set screw 10
shear forces 145
shifting technology 29
shrinkage 48, 59, 94
side opening 13
silicone 50
simulation 55, 93, 94
simulation program 55
sinker EDM 287
sink marks 144
sleeve ejector 128, 171
slide 12, 21, 74, 88, 144
–– split line 148
slide body 151
slide design 146
slide guide 22, 218
slide in slide 163
slide lock technology 35
slide operation 14, 153
slide width 153

sliding guides 38
smallest draft angle 78
soft components 29, 34
soft material 29
spacing rollers 76
specifications 58
spindle drive 27
spiral core 193
split 86, 220
split edges on insert 90
split line
–– visible 91
split line face
–– contour-forming 87
–– jumping 87
–– plain 86
split line faces, two 35
split line on slide 148
split line surface 22
spotting 220
spotting edge 221
spring ejector 173
spring in slide 159
sprue 65, 67, 93
sprue ejector 175
sprue length 125
sprue line 93
sprue on the part 104
sprue picker 93, 123
sprue system 100
sprue type 100
stack mold 35, 63
stainless steel 72
standard parts 211
standards 238
STEP 44, 46
STL 47
stress whitening 82
stripper plate 178, 183
surface 61, 84, 91, 201
surface grinding 291
surface modelling software 45

T
talc 49
technical specification
233
temperature balance 114,
116, 183, 261
temperature balance of
the mold 49
temperature of the liquid
plastic 49
tempering temperature
245
T-guiding 151
thermal sensor 222
thread halves 20
three plate mold 122
TIG welding 268
tilting rotary table 281
TiN coating 249
toggle lever 40
tolerances 7, 52
transfer point 37
transport bridge 223
transverse direction 51
transverse hole 138
triangular facets 47
tunnel gate 93, 105
tunnel gate inserts 125
tunnel in the fixed half
105, 106
turning 293
two-component injection
mold 28
two-stage ejector 179
two units 30
U
undercut 12, 16, 20
unscrewing movement 23
unscrewing unit 28
USB memory stick 236
USB stick 45
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V
vacuum 79, 83, 84, 137
vacuum hardening 245
vacuum soldering 295
validation 229, 253
VDI 3400 203, 287
ventilation 127, 137, 148,
174, 261
ventilation channel 129
ventilation insert 132

ventilation in the split 133
ventilation on ejector 133
ventilation via components
129
Vickers hardness 248
visible face 61
visible split line 91
vision 237
visual inspection 225
volumetric filling 257

W
wall thickness 8, 49, 56
warping 55, 94
wear 270
wear plates 89, 220
welding 268
weld penetration 268
whip gate 125
wire EDM 286, 289
without damage 60
wrong side 84

